PRO IMPACT POWER BIT SET

DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR THE PROFESSIONAL

KLEIN TOOLS
PRO IMPACT POWER BIT SET

Klein Tools has designed a set of Impact Power Bits for the professional electrician. All the bits are made of high-impact rated S2 steel and color coded for easy identification. The 1-1/4” long driver bits are easier to grip than a standard 1” bit. The bit holder and nut drivers have strong magnets, and are also designed longer so they reach easily into junction boxes. Minimal chamfering on the nut drivers’ hex pockets increases surface contact between the nut and driver for better performance. All 26 pieces fit snugly in a durable, impact-resistant case featuring steel hinges, a stay-shut latch, and a hidden compartment for loose bits.

PHILLIPS, SQUARE AND COMBO TIPS:

- #1 size bits are green
- #2 size bits are red
- #3 size bits are black

SLOTTED TIPS AND NUT DRIVERS

USE ASME COLOR CODE:

- 3/16” are black
- 1/4” are red
- 5/16” are yellow
- 3/8” are blue

Longer Length Bits and Drivers reach easily into Boxes and Panels

Extended Reach

4” Bits, #2 Phillips and #2 Square Bits for those hard-to-reach fasteners

Expansion slots for additional bits

See our complete line of Screwdrivers

www.kleintools.com
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